HOPE
Planet earth, we know, is in a fragile state
and it’s up to us all what will be it’s ultimate fate
But as long as you are part of the solution
Then HOPE will triumph in its thought revolution
You too can reduce, re-use, recycle and reclaim
each little action helps us achieve our important aim
We all contribute to the environment that’s around
and so create HOPE that earth can rebound
If you reduce your own pollution
That’s also an important contribution
If you also use as little as you possibly can
there’s greater HOPE for this earth’s life span
There’s lots that’s natural you can use
we just need to spread this good news
Not all we use on this planet can we renew
the only HOPE is in a more sustainable view
So whilst the problems at times seem so immense
there are lots of small measures that are just commonsense
Don’t let others your choices manipulate
just do what you know will help HOPE regenerate
Besides it not just you alone that’ll stand for what’s right
there’s a whole community that’s concerned about earth’s plight
so don’t be dismayed and do nothing at all
there’s HOPE for our world if you just heed the call!

HOPEFUL
Everywhere you go today
people are unhopeful about our earth
But there’s still HOPE in the middle of it,
I should point out for what it’s worth!
I also heard someone say the other day
That the environment’s in a hopeless state,
But if HOPE’s in Queensland
we should set them straight!
And even If the environment is
a sad and sorry case
with HOPE in Toowoomba
it’s now a hope-filled place
So if you’re doing your bit
then that’s a hopeful start
and HOPE is not just around
but in your heart!

